
<FIRST PAGE> 

“Respecting and Expanding Individual Potential!”  

(Gold Rectangle) The New Funabashi Municipal High School 

(Red Text) Education at the new and improved “Ichifuna” has seen 

four major changes. 

(Blue Circle) Educating globally-minded students for the diverse 

needs of a new era. 

 

(Light Green Rectangle) First Change (Arrow) - A New Credit 

System 

 

With the addition of unique elective courses, students can enjoy a 

classroom experience that is more aligned with their future goals.  

(Green Rectangle) Second Change (Arrow) - Establishment of the 

Alpha and International Studies Courses 

 

With the Alpha Course, students can see their post-graduation plans 

for university or vocational school come to fruition, while students in 

the International Studies Course can take classes that are geared 

towards English studies. 

 

(Yellow Rectangle) Third Change (Arrow) - School District 

Expansion 

 

Previously, enrolling in Ichifuna’s General Course was only possible 

for residents of Funabashi. The school district has now been 

expanded to accommodate students of nearby cities who have an 

interest in joining Ichifuna. 

 

(Blue Rectangle) Fourth Change (Arrow) - Priority Enrollment for 

Junior High School Students of Funabashi 

 

By granting priority enrollment for junior high school students from 

Funabashi, we hope to create an atmosphere where students from 

both inside and outside the city can enhance each other’s academic 

experience. 

 

 



<SECOND PAGE> 

(Red 3) Three Unique Courses 

(Blue Box) General Course 

 

● (Blue Text) Lessons crafted for students with designs for 

higher education. 

○ International Course - Emphasizes English studies and 

the humanities. 

○ Alpha Course - Emphasizes lessons that assist with 

transferring to institutions of higher learning. 

 

 

● (Blue Text) Many substantial facilities available to students. 

○ Math and science classrooms, social science 

classrooms, a science laboratory, three computer 

rooms, an audio-visual room, classrooms for music, 

art, calligraphy, and more. 

 

(Brown Box) Commercial Studies Course 

 

● (Brown Text) Obtain Qualifications 

○ Bookkeeping ~ Information Processing ~ Knowledge 

required for the business world, such as commercial 

economics ~ Knowledge of modern computer software 

 

● (Brown Text) Realize Career Goals 

○ Instructors will assist in guiding students down their 

career path of choice. 

○ Second- and third-graders will be able to select 

electives that will be most appropriate for their own 

career goals, or for applying to their university of 

choice. 

○ Third-graders will have the opportunity to actively 

participate in their dream career by way of an 

internship. Model courses at major universities and 

vocational schools will also be made available. 

 

(Orange Box) Physical Education Course 

 

● (Orange Text) Improvement of Physical and Athletic Ability 



○ Instructors will educate students on the rules of a wide 

variety of sports, the treatment of sports-related 

injuries, and how to maintain proper nutrition. 

○ Students will have access to many athletic training 

facilities: PE Course classrooms, a weight training 

room, three gymnasiums to accomodate an array of 

sports and activities, and more. Instructors will provide 

lessons regarding the disciplines of their sport, 

including theory and practice. 

 

● (Orange Text) Wholesome Education: Balancing Mental and 

Physical Wellbeing 

○ Off-campus activities that include an athletic camp and 

skiing trip will help students gain a more positive 

worldly outlook. 

 

 

(Red 3) Three Unique Educational Activities 

● (Red Text) Kadai Tankyugaku - Four classes in one week, 

with many electives made available for students so they can 

gain a more thorough education through a variety of subjects.  

○ Kadai Tankyugaku is unique to Ichifuna. Students can 

freely enroll in courses of their choosing, without 

worrying about grades or their strength in a particular 

subject. They will be able to challenge themselves by 

selecting courses they would not normally choose 

during regular academics. They can study according to 

their own interests. Please refer to the course 

schedules for more information. 

 

● (Red Text) A Fulfilling Three-Year School Life 

○ Each of the three courses offers a wide selection of 

after-school activities. Please refer to the course pages 

for more information. 

 

● (Red Text) Establishment of a Healthy Lifestyle and the 

Realization of Life Goals 

○ Instructors will ensure a productive atmosphere on 

campus, and will enforce standards relating to 

classroom behavior and the school dress code. As 

members of the high school student body, students will 

have a rewarding school life and will further realize 

their dreams. 


